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INTRODUCTION 
The Price Forbes Mining team is a centralised industry sector practice which works together across 

our insurance product lines, combining our expertise in mining insurance to provide 

comprehensive risk and insurance solutions for our clients operating in this complex sector. Our 

Mining Practice combines a collective experience of working with more than 100 mining 

companies, incorporating more than 350 individual mines. The team coordinate their approach 

and experience of the unique political, logistical and regulatory challenges faced by mining 

companies and investors to structure effective and appropriate risk advisory and solutions. We 

design each programme to meet the, often multi-lateral, requirements of individual clients, and the 

unique risk profile presented by each client and project. The team are selected according to their 

experience and excellence in their own insurance product line and its application to the project or 

operation in question. Our teams are introduced into the client relationship at the earliest possible 

juncture which, in turn, facilitates open engagement between you as the client, us as the broker, 

and the underwriters, creating a long-term and transparent relationship. 

Drawing on our team’s extensive experience insuring global mining risks, we are able to work 

effectively to structure a solution which is right for you, working closely with you to align your needs 

to the best markets in London, Europe, Bermuda, North America or International. Our strategy 

combines an entrepreneurial, collaborative approach, underpinned by expertise in all aspects of 

mining insurance and risk management, which is in turn supported by the agility of the private 

insurance market. Whatever the stage of your operation or investment, from feasibility study 

stages, to the logistical challenges of moving people and equipment, development and 

construction phases, the transition into operations, to getting your commodity to market, and the 

associated finance throughout, our experience of working with mining companies and their equity 

and debt investors through the cycle of a project, and ability to identify and analyse an insured’s 

risk drivers is key to designing bespoke strategies and solutions. 

As an independent broker, free from market constraints, we choose who to work with to best meet 

client needs, we are not obliged to use network offices irrespective of their expertise; our 

independence means that, unlike large corporate brokers, we are free to work with the pre-

eminent teams in each country, only choosing to work with the best partners, geographically 

aligned to your country of domicile and operations. We have built, and maintain, strong 

strategic relationships to best service our clients; the involvement of third-party 

relationships with different skill sets enables us to provide our clients with a suite of options, 

using local industry knowledge and expertise to best address their requirements. Price 

Forbes will provide access to the best mining teams globally, these companies being market 

leading names in mining in their jurisdictions, with the Price Forbes London mining team 

providing both placement direction and technical support to our local partners. All services are 

handled from one central London location, including claims, documentation, and accounting; we 

do not charge for claims advocacy. 

We offer our clients a unique service, providing protection and sound risk management, resulting 

in well-structured bespoke insurance solutions. We recognise that all risks are different, as such 

so is every insurance program, providing the reassurance of seamless insurance cover, which 

can also provide the comfort required for operational and financing options for your business. 

Our clients are all invited to attend the Price Forbes Annual Mining Forum organized by our 

mining team and is the only mining event of its sort in the London Insurance market, with 

presenters and attendees from around the globe. Our last event attracted 130 delegates, and 

due to our close working relationship with Hawcroft they are both key speakers and sponsors. 

https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
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MINING PRACTICE LEADERSHIP TEAM 

 

DENE ALLYN 

Executive Director, Head of 

Mining 

 

 

 

 

GARETH DAVIES 

Executive Director, Head of 

Mining Investment & Projects 

 

 

Dene joined Price Forbes as Head of Mining in 

2015 to develop the company’s mining offering 

and build the mining portfolio and team. Dene 

began her career in her native Australia before 

moving to the UK in the late 1990s, developing 

her mining expertise with Aon and then as Head 

of Mining at Lockton, through this time building 

key relationships with lead underwriters in 

London, Bermuda and Europe. 

 

Dene created the Price Forbes Mining Forum in 

2015, which is a platform to discuss topical 

mining issues, and now the hugely successful 

Forum boasts 130 attendees and presenters 

from around the globe (Hawcroft being the key 

speaker and sponsor). This Mining forum is the 

only one of its kind in London, Bermuda and 

Europe. 

 

Dene is well-known to her clients for being an 

excellent market broker, with strong underwriter 

market relationships, which feed her enviable 

reputation for her deal restructuring, high service 

standards, and for obtaining the best terms for 

her our clients. Notably she was responsible for 

designing the only product in the market to deal 

exclusively with Property Damage associated 

Mines under Care & Maintenance. 

 

Dene has always worked closely with her clients, 

as an extension to their business, often 

attending site visits with the Engineers. She 

travels extensively in support of her clients’ 

business, attending major mining conferences 

such as PDAC, RIMS, MIRA, Mine Expo and 

AAMEG. 

 Gareth began his career in financial services as a 

futures and options trader for base metals on the 

London Metal Exchange, for a mining specialist 

investment bank, before moving into mining 

corporate advisory – in both instances working 

with mining industry, trading and financial 

services clients and their strategic partners. 

 

Gareth moved to the Lloyd’s insurance market 

structuring Mining investment, project and 

operational insurance, joining JLT Specialty as a 

Partner, where he was key in the formation of the 

JLT mining group, specialising  as a Credit and 

Political Credit Risks broker and then with the 

Property and Casualty division, both times 

focusing on Mining and Metals, and again 

working with industry, trading and investment 

(banking and non-banking finance) clients,  

specialising in emerging market risk and building 

strong underwriting relationships as a market 

broker. 

 

Gareth has considerable experience in 

Parametric Weather Insurance, providing 

meteorological data driven insurance solutions to 

non-catastrophic weather events which impact 

mining and wider natural resources clients, which 

has come into the spotlight recently with the push 

for use of renewable energy in mining operations. 

 

Gareth is Member of both the Chartered 

Insurance Institute and the Chartered Institute 

for Securities and Investments and is a native 

level French speaker. 

 

 

 

 

 

Email Dene Allyn & Gareth Davies  

mailto:DeneAllyn@priceforbes.com;%20GarethDavies@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
mailto:DeneAllyn@priceforbes.com;%20GarethDavies@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:DeneAllyn@priceforbes.com;%20GarethDavies@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:DeneAllyn@priceforbes.com;%20GarethDavies@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
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DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS (D&O) 
Mining companies of all sizes, and at all 

stages of their corporate development, 

can encounter challenges which can 

translate into a D&O claim, from the 

mining risk itself, to regulatory (both 

domestic and overseas), to funding 

challenges and liquidity issues. As such, 

the mining industry presents what is 

considered a ‘complex class’ for D&O 

insurers, which is reflected by the level 

and severity of claims. Claims made 

against directors and their companies, 

and paid by D&O insurers, can range 

widely, from the consequences of 

tailings dam failure, to environmental 

incidents, to safety issues, through to 

asset write-downs, allegations of bribery 

and corruption, and insolvency. 

The mining industry is heavily regulated, ranging from safety and environmental regulation through 

to accurate reporting of reserves to counterparties and investors; risk management is key, and 

part of that strategy must be adequate D&O insurance. 

Price Forbes have considerable experience in advising mining clients on the application of such 

risks to a D&O policy, structuring said policy, and of advocating for clients in claims; Directors and 

Officers cover is not just about buying insurance – it is about advising on potential risk exposures, 

understanding it, and working with our clients to provide tailored solutions. 

Other example of issues which can be provided for within D&O perils can include: 

• Questions over reserves as disclosed to stakeholders 

• Asset write-downs, affecting the balance sheet 

• Funding challenges and liquidity issues 

• Exposure to the UK Bribery Act and its duties, given operations (frequently using third parties) 

in contentious geographies 

• Environmental regulation 

• Health and safety regulation 

• Operational security concerns and the conduct of security personnel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Email Suresh Ellawala for further information 

mailto:SureshEllawala@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
mailto:SureshEllawala@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:SureshEllawala@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:SureshEllawala@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:SureshEllawala@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
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CASUALTY 
Liability insurance is key to all aspects 

of the global mining industry through 

the whole life cycle of a mining project, 

from new mine development projects, 

to expansions or upgrades of existing 

operations, all the way through to 

putting a mine into care and 

maintenance, and, of course, all that 

goes in between, including mining 

service contractors and equipment 

manufacturing and sales. 

Covers available within Liability perils 

include: 

• Single project construction liability Insurance (owner controlled, and contractor controlled) for 

both US and International projects 

• Public and Products Liability 

• Pollution Liability (sudden and accidental) including tailings storage facilities (TSF)s 

• Employer’s Liability 

• Excess Automobile Liability Insurance  

• Contractor and Sub-Contractor Insurance 

• Environmental Impairment Liability Insurance. 

• First party clean-up costs and business interruption 

• Emergency response costs 

• Fines and Penalties   

• Transportation coverage  

  

Email Andrew Hale for further information 

mailto:AndrewHale@priceforbes.com;SamClutterbuck@priceforbes.com;GalenBrislane@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
mailto:AndrewHale@priceforbes.com;SamClutterbuck@priceforbes.com;GalenBrislane@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:AndrewHale@priceforbes.com;SamClutterbuck@priceforbes.com;GalenBrislane@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:AndrewHale@priceforbes.com;SamClutterbuck@priceforbes.com;GalenBrislane@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:AndrewHale@priceforbes.com;SamClutterbuck@priceforbes.com;GalenBrislane@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
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POLITICAL & CREDIT RISKS 
The Price Forbes Political and Credit Risk team offers a comprehensive range of solutions to 

mitigate country and counterparty risk, as well as vast global experience in structuring them to 

meet the complex requirements of cross border mining operations and investment.  Each mining 

asset is vulnerable to a unique set of political and credit default exposures which can affect the 

mine itself, the logistics of supplies in and product out of often hard to reach sites, and the key 

part of any mining project, the delivery of the commodity to market. 

Managing Political and Credit risk can be a critical component in securing equity investment and 

loan finance for long term natural resource assets in developing markets. Policy wordings are 

structured uniquely for each project or investment to ensure they meet the needs of key 

stakeholders, be it the lenders or equity investors. The quality of insurance capacity is also key for 

financing purposes, so it is worth noting that almost all Insurers active in this class are rated A+ 

and above by Standard and Poor’s. Despite the challenges of protecting natural resource assets 

in an unpredictable geo-political climate, it is possible to transfer such risks to these highly rated 

insurance counterparties thus unlocking vital equity and debt investment from parties that would 

otherwise not have the appetite to participate.  Our team has unparalleled experience in arranging 

these coverages for our clients from across the mining sector, including equity investors, banks 

and investment funds. 

We work closely with our clients in assessing the risks to which their operations are exposed, to 

enable the preparation of a bespoke package of insurance solutions which integrates with their 

financing structure, to ensure that the best overall protection available is implemented in a cost-

effective manner. Cover is designed to dovetail with construction and operational risks policies, to 

ensure seamless coverage, particularly where physical damage coverages related to Political 

Violence and War perils are concerned.  

Whilst availability of insurance capacity is country and project specific, policy periods of up to 15 

years are available with market capacity per transaction in excess of USD 3,000,000,000, which 

is more than adequate to allow for most loan structures and projects. For equity investments, we 

would recommend a rolling 3- or 5-year policy and for stream structures, a period sufficient to 

recover any advance payment made under the facility.  Coverage is also available to protect against 

loss arising from having to unwind forward hedges following a Political Risk loss event. 

Perils for which cover is available include the following: 

• Confiscation, Expropriation and Nationalisation, including Creeping Expropriation 

• Selective Discrimination 

• Abrogation of operating licenses, tax holidays, mining concessions 

• Forced Abandonment 

• Forced Divestiture 

• Inability to Export including Embargo, Sanctions, Export/Import License Cancellation and 

Blockade 

• Contract Repudiation / Frustration in respect of supply and offtake contracts 

• Political Violence and War 

• Currency Inconvertibility and/or Exchange Transfer moratorium (includes Contingent Currency 

Inconvertibility / Exchange Transfer in the event that a repatriation condition is imposed on the 

proceeds of offshore sales of product) 

  

https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
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POLITICAL & CREDIT RISKS 

CCP FOR POLITICAL RISKS  

International companies, such as oil or mining companies, contract miners and foreign contractors 

often maintain and operate costly property and equipment in high-risk countries. Host government 

actions leading to loss of a contractor’s mobile assets can be covered by a Comprehensive 

Contractors Plant (CCP) for Political Risks policy, this can provide cover for: 

• Expropriation 

• Deprivation (inability to re-export mobile assets) 

• Forced Abandonment 

• War 

• Terrorism 

• SRCC (Strikes, Riots, Civil Commotion) 

  

Email Roderick Low for further information 

mailto:RoderickLow@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
mailto:RoderickLow@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:RoderickLow@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:RoderickLow@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:RoderickLow@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
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POLITICAL VIOLENCE & TERRORISM 
The Price Forbes Political Violence & Terrorism Team have considerable experience of providing 

cover for mining clients, globally, in emerging territories. Each policy is tailored to suit the individual 

needs of the insured, to best protect their corporate risk exposure for every aspect of a project. 

Coverage is designed for all fixed & mobile assets including transmission and distribution lines 

where required, but also, most importantly, Business Interruption (loss of revenue/profits, extra 

expense, denial of access and port blockage).  We understand, and have experience, of the 

nuances of local compliance and regulation which exist in various territories around the world and 

will always strive to obtain most appropriate, broadest and best in class solutions.  

The standalone terrorism/political violence perils include:  

• Terrorism & Sabotage 

• Strikes and/or Riots and/or Civil Commotion (“SRCC”) 

• Malicious Damage 

• Insurrection, Revolution and Rebellion 

• Mutiny and/or Coup d’état 

• War and/or Civil War 

Coverage can also include Terrorism Liability, for employees and third-party bodily injury and/or 

physical damage as a result of a Terrorism incident where the insured has a failure, or perceived 

failure of duty of care. Limits can be used as defence and for award settlements.  

 

 

 

  

Email Edward Black for further information 

mailto:RoderickLow@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
mailto:RoderickLow@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:RoderickLow@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:RoderickLow@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:RoderickLow@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
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CYBER LIABILITY 
We understand that mining brings its own unique set of Cyber exposures, our approach at Price 

Forbes is designed to cater for mining operations and investments across the spectrum of the 

industry. The insurance industry adapts dynamically to meet the ever-evolving cyber exposures 

faced by mining operators - new exposures are constantly on the horizon, whether within traditional 

non-physical risks, or within physical damage and bodily injury. 

Our specialist Technology Cyber, and Media liability team has the in-depth technical knowledge 

and global marketing skills to provide tailored solutions across the metals and mining industry, 

and works in conjunction with the Price Forbes Property and Casualty teams to provide GAP 

analysis offerings and develop bespoke products to address individual exposures, pairing our 

clients with insurers and underwriters who best understand their needs 

Since the 1st January 2020, companies have been facing the difficult challenge, at renewal, of the 

exclusion of Cyber within their Property policies. This is due to the Prudential Regulation Authority 

(PRA) and Lloyd’s reviewing insurers’ abilities to pay claims, taking the view that underwriters in 

these fields did not have sufficient Cyber expertise and there were potential accumulation issues. 

The result of this, for the mining industry, is that this has left a variety of potential threats exposed 

for the insured. Generally, these Cyber threats can be categorised into Malicious Attack and Non-

Malicious Attack; Malicious Attack results from malware which may interfere with, or disable, 

equipment; Non-Malicious is a little more challenging, but this generally means a manufacturing 

fault, i.e. a coding error which causes equipment to go offline, or a “fat finger” incident, which can 

be described as accidental damage to equipment following a Cyber event. This can also include 

incorrectly operated remote drilling equipment resulting in equipment failure. It is important to 

point out that under Non-Malicious coverage, a claim will only be valid if an outage occurs resulting 

from a cyber incident.  

Coverages available: 

• Privacy breach response 

• Information security and privacy liability 

• Network extortion 

• PCI fines and penalties 

• Network interruption and recovery 

• Failure to supply 

• Outsourced service provider coverage 

• E-theft and computer crime 

• Social engineering coverage 

• Forensic costs 

• Reputational damage mitigation 

• Data restoration 

• Technology errors and omissions 

• Media, content and production liability 

• Full system failure 

 

 

 

 

Email Luke Pordham for further information 

mailto:LukePordham@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
mailto:LukePordham@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:LukePordham@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:LukePordham@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
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CARGO & STOCK THROUGHPUT 
The transportation and storage of 

equipment and large volumes of mined 

natural resources represents a 

significant exposure to businesses 

involved in either pure mining operations 

or ‘cradle to grave’ solutions. It requires 

prudent management to cover the 

possibility of loss or damage, to that 

which is both an asset and a future 

source of income. Our team of dedicated 

experts offer coverage solutions for all 

types of Cargo and Stock throughput 

exposures, providing broad ‘all risks of 

physical loss or damage insurance’, and 

effective balance sheet protection for 

worldwide transits and inventory. 

Solutions include:  

• Cargo/Stock throughput including stockpiling at ports – Worldwide ‘all risks of physical loss or 

damage’ coverage for transits and inventory. This can apply to precious, semi-precious and 

non-precious ores and minerals 

• Project Cargo and Delay in Start Up – designed to cover all parts of a project and the parties 

involved. End to end ‘all risks of physical loss or damage’ coverage for transits extended to 

include consequential loss following damage to critical items 

Our solutions provide:  

• Seamless protection for peace of mind 

• Protection for assets and balance sheet through comprehensive, broad-scope coverage, 

tailored to each insured’s needs featuring industry-specific extensions  

• Low ‘fixed dollar’ deductibles, and few excluded perils 

• Reduced administration removes burden of filing claims with Third Party Carriers whose 

insurances offer limited coverage and valuation 

• A-rated security  

• ‘In-house, in-team’ claims servicing provides effective claims management and advocacy when 

needed 

 

  
Email James Stumbles for further information 

mailto:JamesStumbles@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
mailto:JamesStumbles@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:JamesStumbles@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:JamesStumbles@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:JamesStumbles@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
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SPECIE 
This specialised coverage is the 

protection of high value assets 

(precious metals) in location and in 

transit. Some of the leading mining 

operations rely on us to protect their 

assets ultimately in order to transfer 

risk and as balance sheet protection. 

Our team of experts have extensive 

experience across this very specialist 

sector and by dovetailing our 

experience with an evaluation of the 

risk exposures we can seek to arrange 

the best possible cover at the best 

price. 

Our Team of dedicated experts offer coverage solutions for Mining Operators providing broad ‘all 

risks of physical loss or damage insurance’, for worldwide transits and inventory. 

Solutions include: 

• Precious Metal Assets whilst at the mine site 

• Worldwide Transit 

• All Risks Physical loss or Damage including employee infidelity 

Our solutions provide:  

• Products designed to cater for the client with ‘no-gap’ coverage 

• Aligning the market to offer seamless protection for peace of mind.  

• Broad and bespoke policies which can be extended on an ‘industry-specific’ basis 

• Low deductibles 

• A-rated security  

• ‘In-house, in-team’ claims servicing provides effective claims management and advocacy when 

needed 

 

 

   

Email Ed Longe for further information 

mailto:EdLonge@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
mailto:EdLonge@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:EdLonge@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:EdLonge@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:EdLonge@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
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CONSTRUCTION 
There are numerous risks associated with the construction of a mine, be it a new mine, an 

expansion or rehabilitation. Any project is a significant investment for the client and insurance can 

assist by providing the comfort that the construction works are covered against physical loss and 

damage. Depending on the financing structure of the project, insurance can extend to cover the 

fixed costs and debt service should the project be delayed beyond its commercial operational date 

due to a physical loss or damage during the construction period. 

By working closely with the Insured and listening to them we can help to identify those risks that 

can be transferred to Insurers. 

A typical project specific Construction insurance solution includes: 

• Erection All Risk – covers the physical loss and damage 

• Delay in Start Up – covers fixed costs and debt service 

• Maintenance Period – covers the physical loss and damage caused by Insured Contractor(s) 

complying with their obligations under the maintenance provisions of the contract 

• Project Third Party Liability for both International and US projects 

• Specialist bespoke and typically wider coverage 

 

 

  

Email Stuart Willcocks for further information 

mailto:StuartWillcocks@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
mailto:StuartWillcocks@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:StuartWillcocks@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:StuartWillcocks@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:StuartWillcocks@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
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CONSTRUCTION 

CPE 

One of the prominent exposures in the Mining industry 

is to both owned and hired in Contractor’s Plant and 

Equipment (CPE) often referred to as “Yellow Goods”. 

These can reflect a significant proportion of the project 

Capex and are generally utilised on a 24/7 basis, 

making them susceptible to frequent losses. Typically, 

the coverage is placed within mining property 

programmes which generally offer narrow coverage 

and often substantial deductibles. 

Our specialist team of experts at Price Forbes can put 

cover in place on an annual stand-alone “all risks of 

physical loss or damage” basis.  

Benefits typically include: 

• Specialist bespoke and typically wider coverage 

• Lower deductibles 

• New for old replacement cover available 

• Full underground coverage 

 

  

Email Jamie Johnston for further information 

mailto:JamieJohnstone@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
mailto:JamieJohnstone@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:JamieJohnstone@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:JamieJohnstone@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
mailto:JamieJohnstone@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
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PROPERTY 
The Price Forbes property mining team has extensive global experience across mined commodities 

and is one of few dedicated Mining teams in the private insurance market. We specialise in 

complex risks and due to our experience and knowledge are able leverage relationships we have 

built over the years in both the insurance and mining industries to structure and negotiate policies 

which offer the best solutions to your exposure and requirements. This is only strengthened by our 

long-standing relationship with the leading risk survey company, Hawcroft Engineering, in line with 

an increasing demand by insurers for best in class engineering reports to support the underwriting 

process. 

Balance sheet protection is key to the mining industry, and the type of Business Interruption cover 

varies according to budget and exposure; we are able to use our experience, along with our 

financial analysis capability in identifying which would be most appropriate – gross profit versus 

standing charges, for example. There are no “one size fits all solutions”, we know that every client 

is different, and every mine is unique, so we build bespoke insurance programmes working closely 

with our colleagues for, construction stages, the difficult transition from construction phases into 

operational, operational risks, care & maintenance, with a range of covers available, including:  

• Damage to operational assets  

o Mechanical failure (Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) is now more crucial in assessing 

where plant and equipment is fit for service or not) 

o Storage of hazardous materials 

• Gas, dust and steam explosions 

• Natural catastrophe perils (flood, earthquake, windstorm) 

• Structural failures 

• Underground collapse 

• Tailings dam stability failures 

• Technical risks e.g. mechanical and electrical breakdown events 

• Failure of utilities (e.g. power, water) that are critical to operation 

• Supply chain failures 

• Downstream infrastructure failures 

• IT hardware and software resilience, protection 

  

Email Dene Allyn for further information 

mailto:DeneAllyn@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
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SECURITY RISKS 
We understand that mining companies face a unique set of challenges which require a different 

approach when looking at insurance, especially insurance related to their people. Years of 

experience working with some of the most recognisable names in this field mean we are privileged 

enough to look at these requirements with a slightly different, albeit experienced eye. In the Price 

Forbes Security Risks Practice we provide specialist insurance and risk advisory services, focusing 

on crisis and security events. Enabling our clients in the mining and extractives sector to PREVENT 

losses, PROTECT people and assets, RECOVER from crisis. 

We are experts in insurance which protects people when: 

• Travelling overseas on projects and business trips 

• Seconded or based overseas 

• In their place of work, or under the duty of care of their employer 

We specialise in: 

• Emergency medical and non-medical evacuation and repatriation (including pandemic) 

• High risk personal accident and travel policies 

• Pandemic & Epidemic non-damage business interruption 

• International medical gap coverage for COVID-19 and future pandemics and epidemics 

• Travel risk solutions, and travel risk management 

• Traditional kidnap and ransom, threat, malicious crime and extortion programs 

• Holistic security programs providing unlimited access to world leading private security firms 

which can also provide indemnified cover for compliance, fraud and reputation risks, agent 

misconduct, competitor malfeasance, contract and procurement fraud, counterfeiting, criminal 

facilitation, defamatory allegation, embezzlement, financial statement fraud, internal bribery 

and corruption, malicious prosecution, money laundering 

• Workplace violence and stalking threat 

• Holistic insurance programs encompassing all the above with one leading insurer and one 

emergency assistance company 

• Building bespoke programs and innovative new solutions for emerging risks otherwise not 

available in the traditional insurance market 

 

WHY DO MINING AND EXTRACTIVES COMPANIES BUY THESE TYPES OF INSURANCE? 

• Provides peace of mind to key stakeholders that they have the resources in place for dealing 

with unforeseen events and emergencies 

• Demonstrates to donors and investors that duty of care obligations are met 

• 24/7/365 emergency response and guidance on a global basis, fully indemnified 

• Adds bench strength to the company’s existing security, HR and risk departments 

• Assists with annual budgeting for crises events globally and across multiple departments 

  

Email Sam Aiken for further information 

mailto:SamAiken@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
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PORTS AND TERMINALS 
The Price Forbes Ports and Terminals team has significant experience within the mining industry; 

when working with our clients, we look not only at insurance solutions to cover their specific and 

unique requirements but delve deeper to ensure that all stakeholder requirements are also met. 

Wherever possible we will include the requirements of Lenders, local Public Authorities and 

Governments and Contractors in our insurance solutions,  

Dependent upon the individual requirements of our clients, and the often-complex nature of the 

mining industry, and the associated logistics, we can package multiple risks into one policy or place 

risks in separate policies, always ensuring the covers are dovetailed, providing the seamless 

coverage required by our mining clients. We work in conjunction with our Construction team to 

provide consistent cover for our clients in projects taking ports from the construction phases into 

operation. 

Due to the often-remote locations of mining projects, port property can often be located in areas 

with high exposure to natural catastrophes, so we work closely with our Non-Marine Property team 

to ensure constant modelling of exposures alongside exploring different markets and structures 

most suited to our clients. 

We have a global portfolio of Ports and Terminals business including 6 terminals and 27 

stevedoring operations globally, as well as various multi-location and single-site operators on every 

continent, and so are well versed in meeting the requirements of local host government authorities. 

Some of the coverage solutions we can provide include: 

• Third Party Liabilities  

• Port Property  

• Handling Equipment  

• Business Interruption and Port Blockage 

• Fines and Penalties  

• Third Party Pollution Clean Up Costs  

• Hull and Machinery 

• Protection and Indemnity  

• Excess and Umbrella Liabilities  

 

  

Email Jeremy Jiggins for further information 

mailto:JeremyJiggins@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
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RISK ENGINEERING 

RISK MANAGEMENT CONTRACT AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

 

ROBERT GLYNN 

As a chemical engineer, Robert has spent more than thirty-five years 

advising major energy, power and mining companies and their lenders how 

to manage their risk exposures and insurance requirements. This includes 

risk management seminars, construction contracting philosophies, the 

insurance and indemnity provisions of these various contracts, the 

collection and collation of relevant engineering data into underwriter 

packages and the placement of the various insurances in the world-wide 

insurance markets. He has experience in all areas of large onshore energy, 

mining and power business and has led the placement of many multi-

billion-dollar projects through-out the world. 

Robert has lectured extensively within the insurance, legal and energy communities and co-

authored the C.I.I. Advanced Study Group textbooks on Insuring Industrial and Process Machinery 

and the Construction Insurance Supplement. Additionally, he co-authored the IMIA papers on (i) 

Construction of Petrochemical, Oil & Gas Processing Plants, (ii) Revamping and modernisation of 

machinery and equipment - Concepts for coverage including testing and commissioning and (iii) 

Desalination Plants – Technological development, Risks affecting Engineering Insurers and Claims 

Experience. He has also written and published various other insurance related technical papers. 

He has a Bachelor of Science Honours Degree in Chemical Engineering, is an Associate of the 

Chartered Insurance Institute (ACII), Member of the Institute of Arbitrators (MCIArb), a Specialist 

member of the Institute of Risk Management (SIRM), a Chartered Insurance Practitioner and an 

Accredited Mediator. He is also a UK committee member of the World Petroleum Council (WPC) 

and both a panel and committee member of ARIAS (UK) - the UK (re)insurance arbitration and 

mediation society. He also writes project Risk Assessment Reports (RARs) and acts as an Expert 

Witness. 

 

  
View further information online 

 

https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/risk-management/
https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
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CLAIMS 

“A broker ‘proves their worth’ through the claims process” 

Sometimes things go wrong, whether your business suffers a loss as a result of a natural 

catastrophe or from any other peril, the resulting insurance claims process can be enormously 

stressful, challenging and time consuming. The acid test of your insurance broker’s service is the 

quality of its claims handling. This is why claims negotiation and settlement is not outsourced; it is 

handled by us, in house, in one central location. 

Our Claims team is thorough, tenacious and creative, composed of a group of highly qualified 

specialists who understand the mining and metals industries. They are integral to the service we 

provide to you, from simple administration all the way through to claims advocacy. 

We recognise that the ultimate test of your insurance product is the claims service you receive 

following a loss. 

This is why Price Forbes claims team is perfectly positioned, for the following reasons: 

• Our claims teams have a reputation for being thorough, tenacious and creative 

• 30 dedicated London personnel and counting 

• We consistently perform in end-to-end transactions times, advices and settlements, well above 

the market average 

• Active involvement with account executives and teams from day one 

• We do not outsource 

• We have claims manuals already prepared, and not post-loss 

 

 

ANTHONY FOLEY 

Deputy Head of Claims, Mining Specialist 

Anthony has been handling claims within the Lloyd’s Insurance Market for 

over 35 years and is highly experienced negotiating with both loss 

adjusters and markets. 

Anthony has always worked within the resources and mining sectors, 

handling numerous claims under both operational and construction 

policies. Anthony has handled many large losses including some high-

profile matters on a worldwide basis. His experience has included claims 

for Highwall/Longwall Miners, excavators, Scoop’s, conveyors, many 

Mobile Equipment (Trucks etc) claims and most recently a loss involving a 

Marion Shovel which settled at USD 90m. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Email Anthony Foley for further information 

mailto:AnthonyFoley@priceforbes.com?subject=Price%20Forbes%20Mining%20Practice
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EDGE 
INTRODUCING EDGE, THE NEW ONLINE DIGITAL PLATFORM; DESIGNED BY PRICE FORBES FOR 

EXCLUSIVE USE BY PRICE FORBES CLIENTS 

Price Forbes’ new proprietary digital platform, EDGE, enhances the interactive way we work with 

our client as your broker; all transactions, and their details, are fully manageable online and our 

platform will gives a client 24/7 access to all of their account information. As such, from the 

moment you engage Price Forbes as your broker, our EDGE team will commence work building your 

dedicated and bespoke platform.  

As a Price Forbes client EDGE will provide you with full transparency on the position of your account 

at any given time. It will: 

• Keep you up to date with the placement progress 

• Let you see the insurers we have approached, those who have quoted and the justification 

behind any markets who may have declined. Detailed market feedback will be available for you 

to digest, and to consider in future processes 

• You will have full access to key documents such as Placing Slips, Endorsements and Policy 

Wordings 

• Full Claims interaction will also be available, and you will be able to see how claims negotiations 

are progressing at any time, 24/7 

What we deem key is a client’s ability to see their exposure in real-time; for example, we can create 

an interactive CAT map where you can examine data, whether it be financial or meteorological – 

weather threats can be monitored, such as hurricane magnitude and trajectory, giving you the 

simple ability to assess any potential impact to your operations. 

Most importantly EDGE is tailor-made to meet our client’s requirements; once your platform is 

created you will be able see how your portfolio in the London Market develops over time, giving you 

direct access to full information, which can in turn contribute to business decision-making 

processes. 

EDGE is only available to, and unique to, Price Forbes clients; the process of building your bespoke 

platform will begin as soon as Price Forbes are appointed as your London broker. 
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COMPANY PROFILE 
Price Forbes is an independent specialist global wholesale insurance broker with offices in 

Bermuda, Brussels, Chile, Dubai, London, Malaysia and South Africa. With 12 successive years of 

growth, we specialise in placing risks for large national corporations, SMEs and start-ups, and in 

particular, non-standard risks for large multinational companies. Our teams work closely with 

clients to ensure they are aligned with the most appropriate and competitive markets and products 

available to provide the best solutions. 

As winners of ‘Broker of the Year’ at both London Reactions and the Insurance Insider Awards, 

Lloyd’s of London statistics show Price Forbes to be consistently above the market average for 

claims transactions, advices and settlement times of the 29 major Lloyd’s brokers. 

OFFICES WORLDWIDE 

London, UK 

Johannesburg & Stellenbosch, South Africa 

Hamilton, Bermuda 

Santiago, Chile 

Dubai, UAE 

Labuan, Malaysia 

Brussels, Belgium 

Hong Kong 

 

410+ 
EMPLOYEES 

 

300+ 
CLIENT FACING 

 

$14.57bn 
PREMIUM FLOW TO 

MARKET SINCE LAUNCH 

 

We are a member of the 

Worldwide Broker Network (WBN), 

further strengthening our global reach. 
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EXPERTISE & HISTORY 

 

Price Forbes & Partners offers solutions to clients across a broad range of industry areas and has 

specific expertise in: 

 

  

OUR HISTORY 
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WORLDWIDE BROKER NETWORK (WBN) 

 

With regards to the required local brokers, we are proud to be key members of the Worldwide 

Broker Network and would be able to appoint local brokers from this network. 

Our relationship with WBN is at the very highest level due to Alex Gilmore, an Executive Director at 

Price Forbes, being the current acting Chairman. Alex is responsible for WBN’s performance from 

a Price Forbes perspective. 

The Worldwide Broker Network (WBN) is the largest, fully integrated network of independent 

insurance brokers and employee benefit consultants. 

Founded in 1989, WBN has grown from nine partners in Western Europe to more than 100 

partners in over 100 countries, with 15,000+ professionals servicing clients throughout 500+ 

offices on six continents. WBN is ranked 4th among all broker networks with estimated annual 

revenues of $5.46bn in insurance commissions and employee benefit fees. 

WBN supports a diverse range of industries with a variety of requirements ranging from 

international risk management to employee benefits to private clients. The WBN comprises a 

network of top quartile, independently owned and managed firms that can provide clients with first 

class local service. The strength of the WBN is demonstrated through the following value 

proposition points: 

• Local knowledge and experience in over 100 countries and on 6 continents 

• Member-to-Member accountability ensures quality while maintaining independence of 

member firms.  

• Trustworthy cross-border collaboration ensures that members and clients benefit from WBN's 

extensive network.  

• State-of-the-art information management technology securely speeds the collaboration 

process. 

• Combined purchasing power has allowed WBN to expand its global reach. 

• Each member has an International Desk and designated individual representative to the 

network, fluent in English, and versed in international insurance coverages, customs and 

regulations 

• Fee structure tailored to individual client’s needs 

 

 

ALEX GILMORE 

Executive Director, Price Forbes & Partners 

Chairman, Worldwide Broker Network 

Alex Gilmore is an Executive Director of Price Forbes. He joined the 

company 20 years ago to form the International Division, with previous 

experience including seven years in Germany as well as time working 

for Sedgwick in London. 

Alex is now responsible for the Asia Pacific regional strategy as well as 

continuing to oversee major clients from that region. 

https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
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THE ARDONAGH GROUP 

OUR PARENT COMPANY 

In June 2017, we became part of the Ardonagh Group, which is a holding company with a network 

of more than 80 offices globally and a workforce of more than 6,000 employees. 

   

£668mn 

Annual Income* 

£217mn 

PROFORMA EBITDA* 

>£3bn 

OF GROSS WRITTEN 

PREMIUM 

 

 
 

 

>4mn 

POLICIES UNDER 

MANAGEMENT 

 

6,000+ 

EMPLOYEES 
 

 

*Based on 2019 figures, pro forma adjusted EBITDA and pro forma income. 
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 CONTACT 

Gareth Davies 

Executive Director, Head of Mining Investment & Projects 

+44 (0)7823 353 464  

GarethDavies@Priceforbes.com  

Dene Allyn 

Executive Director, Head of Mining  

+44 (0)7703 806 956 

DeneAllyn@Priceforbes.com 

https://www.priceforbes.com/solutions/mining/
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